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Author Email 
contact Web bio Title Publisher Price 
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URL) 

Brief Description  
(100 words or fewer) 

Podgor, Ellen 
S. 
 
Henning, 
Peter J. 
 
Israel, Jerold 
H. 
 
King, Nancy J. 

Email Ellen 

Podgor Bio 
 
Henning Bio 
 
Israel Bio 
 
King Bio 

Hornbook on White 
Collar Crime (2nd ed.) 

West 
Academic 
Publishing 

$155 
(Hardcover) 
 
$116.25 
(eBook) 

Book URL 

Authored by leading academics who bring 
strong scholarly and practice perspectives 
to the subject, this book is the first one-
volume, in-depth analysis of substantive 
and procedural aspects of white collar 
crime.  Offenses analyzed include 
conspiracy, fraud, corruption, RICO, false 
statements, perjury, tax, currency reporting, 
bankruptcy, environmental and computer 
crimes.  Procedural issues are addressed in 
detail, including the grand jury process, 
agency investigations, parallel proceedings, 
self-incrimination (testimony and 
documents), searches, and privileges.  In 
addition to statutes and caselaw, the book 
covers strategy and DOJ internal guidelines 
and also includes sentencing of both 
individuals and corporations in white collar 
cases.  This book… 
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Podgor, Ellen 
S. 
 
Clark, Roger 
S. 
 
Dervan, 
Lucian E. 

Email Ellen 

Podgor Bio 
 
Clark Bio 
 
Dervan Bio 

Understanding 
International Criminal 
Law 
 
(Please note that the 
fourth edition is 
forthcoming in 
August 2022.) 

Carolina 
Academic 
Press 

$53 
(Softcover) Book URL 

This book is a treatise that provides a 
general overview of international criminal 
law, including the sources of such law, 
important international criminal law 
doctrines and concepts, definitions of key 
terms, and various principles of jurisdiction 
that form the basis for the application of 
domestic and international law.  It 
examines selected crimes such as computer 
crimes, human trafficking, piracy, narcotics 
trafficking, and terrorism.  It examines 
accompanying procedural issues.  It also 
looks at the International Criminal Court 
and other international tribunals. 
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Podgor, Ellen 
S. 
 
Israel, Jerold 
H. 
 
Baer, Miriam 
H. 
 
Gilchrist, 
Gregory M. 

Email Ellen 

Podgor Bio 
 
Israel Bio 
 
Baer Bio 
 
Gilchrist Bio 

White Collar Crime in 
a Nutshell (6th ed.) 

West 
Academic 
Publishing 

$56 
(Softcover) 
 
$42 (eBook) 

Book URL 

This text provides a broad overview of 
white collar crime, including procedural and 
evidentiary issues. It covers specific 
offenses such as mail and bank fraud, 
securities fraud, obstruction of justice, 
bribery, the Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO), and 
computer crimes.  It covers procedural 
topics such as those related to grand jury 
and administrative agency investigations, 
self-incrimination, and parallel proceedings.  
Also discussed are punishment and 
sanctions for white collar crimes. 
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